
Petit Finca Hotel Manacor - one of the most spectacular Rural Hotels in Mallorca

The hotel, in the heart of a private estate nearby Manacor in the centre of the Island occupies the 
premises of a classical Majorcan  seventeenth century hacienda and has been restored and 
adapted to combine maximum architectural rigor with greater comfort.

In this place you will have all the tranquility and privacy offered by the island of Mallorca plus a 
great base for many cultural activities and entertainment.

Enjoy the understated charm of our 24 rooms, with plenty of natural light. Exhibiting a 
complementary mix of colors and designs, reflect innate personality and promise an unforgettable 
stay on the island.

Breakfast 

Fresh and traditional products of our island are the basis of the buffet, where you can enjoy the 
beautiful Mallorcan countryside views, both in the dining room and on the terrace.

Dinner

A careful combination of Mediterranean and Mallorcan market-will delight at night, please make 
your reservation before noon.



Rooms

24 rooms with light and fresh deco and promise an unforgettable stay in Mallorca. 
All rooms have air conditioning and heating, bathroom with jacuzzi, 32 flat screen television, wifi, 
mini-bar, telephone and private terrace.
Prices from €150 per night in a double room with breakfast and taxes included.

Events

A room capable of over 150 people is ideal for weddings, business lunches, with a cuisine that will 
provide maximum satisfaction.



Activities

Bike Tours: We have a bike rental service with which you can perform some of the many cycle 
routes that we have nearby.

Balloon Flights: 10 minutes from here is a balloon launch field, from which you can make a nice 
and quiet flight where the wind takes you wherever.

Wine Routes: Being the land of Mallorca very prolific in the production of wines, we offer various 
visits to wineries to taste their wines and visit the facilities. If you choose this option there is the 
possibility of hiring a taxi service.

Excursion to Cabrera: Visit this group of islands, a marine reserve declared terrestrial flora and
fauna, there are different options for boat trips every day. You will discover this unique place in the 
south of Mallorca.

Catamaran rides: You can enjoy various excursions by a boat with aquatic vision floor, to observe 
the sea and visit beautiful caves.

Natural beaches: A journey to the past to visit different virgin caves of the island in a two-masted 
sailboat.

Horse: We offer hourly rental horses with which you can savor the fields, forests and vineyards 
that surround us.

Golf: We offer a wide range of golf courses in which lovers can enjoy this sport.


